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QUICK SUMMARY
BPS protects poles from rot
BPS is a laminate Barrier Protection System that keeps
moisture OUT and preservative IN
BPS poles form a deep protective shell of creosote
BPS poles are therefore stronger and last longer
BPS poles offer a major competitive advantage by
cutting costs and minimizing pole management
BPS save feedlot owners TIME and MONEY
BPS is the ONLY real sustainable strategic choice for
informed and innovative feedlot owners
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Introduction to the Biotrans Pole Sleeve (BPS)

Livestock feedlots present the most aggressive service conditions that cause preserved
wooden poles to rot. Feedlot owners know only too well that replacing the rotten poles is an
expensive and time-consuming problem. The lifespan of poles is generally quantified as 80%
of poles failing within 2 years’ service, with the remaining 20% lasting for 6 years. The writer
of this Report can now offer feedlot owners an easy to use, durable and long-term solution to
this problem. A hard-wearing laminate barrier protection system, called the Biotrans Pole
Sleeve (the BPS), was designed and manufactured specifically for feedlot use, tested in
service, and the financial benefits accruable from its use quantified for the information of all
feedlot owners.
This Report demonstrates, through presenting the results of in-service trials of the BPS, how
the problem of premature pole failure in cattle and sheep pens can be remedied.
The BPS builds a failsafe impermeable pole from the outside in. This is achieved both by
protecting the pole itself and by preventing the loss of the preservative, which then becomes
concentrated in the butt of the pole and therefore becomes even more effective.
It is proposed that by using the BPS on its poles, a feedlot will be taking a significant
strategic leap forward. It will be strategically ahead of its competitors through the cost1

savings accrued by not having to buy new poles, and also by the cumulative savings of not
having to plan and implement the replacement of the rotten poles, and by not having to
manage the disposal of the rotten poles. This time saving, as well as money saving, will
allow any feedlot to concentrate its efforts on more strategically advantageous business
ventures. It will also enhance significantly its environmental profile and reputation, and
positive public perception.
The following example offers proof of how the BPS performs and its potential profit to the
feedlot industry.
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BPS Durability in Feedlot Conditions

The BPS were taken to a cattle feedlot in March 2015 and tested for abrasion resistance
during installation procedures (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 The hole was dug wider than the pole diameter to half a spade length and completed
with an auger that was narrower than the pole (A) then the pole was forced down the narrow
hole (B) until it was firmly planted at its correct depth (C). The pole was then extracted for
inspection and it was noted that the BPS remained intact and undamaged (D) by the tear
and compression forces it had been subjected to.
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BPS Training and Fence Construction

Forty BPS manufactured specifically for feedlot conditions were taken to the test site in
October 2016 in order to train the pole maintenance personnel to fit them to poles being
used to construct new feedlot fences (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 The poles were fitted with BPS on the back of the truck that delivered them to the
feedlot pen (A) and then planted and backfilled (B) leaving 100mm of the BPS above the
ground level (C) when the pole was set at its correct depth (D).

The pens were put into service and stocked with cattle according to routine procedures at
the feedlot.
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BPS Performance in Service

A 1-year in-service trial had been planned therefore the feedlot was revisited in November
2017 and three of the poles were inspected (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 The poles were excavated for inspection at the site (A) and each BPS was slit open
(B) to expose the pole surfaces for examination. It was noted that a solidified layer of
polymerised creosote 1 – 2mm thick had formed on the pole surfaces (C) and the soundness
of the poles was confirmed before the BPS were sealed (D) and the excavations backfilled.
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Creosote distribution and decay status of poles extracted
from service

Two weeks after the above-mentioned November 2017 in situ inspections, three poles with
BPS and three without were extracted from the feedlot fences for detailed examination and
comparison (Fig. 4) of their entire butt sections. The protected poles were all sound and the
poles with the BPS barrier protection system in place had thick concentrations of creosote
covering their butts. It was decided to section all poles longitudinally (Fig. 5) to establish the
pattern of any creosote migration that may have occurred.
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Fig. 4 Three poles without BPS (A, left) and three with BPS (A, right) after removal from
service. When the BPS were removed from the protected poles (B) it was seen that the
solidified creosote on the pole surfaces encapsulated the butts from the tops of the BPS (C)
to the bases of the poles (D).
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Fig. 5 The three poles protected by BPS (A, left) and those without BPS (A, right) were
longitudinally sectioned and the creosote distribution in each of their interiors was inspected
on site (B). Representative sections from two poles protected by BPS (C, left) and two
without BPS (C, right) were taken to Biotrans’ laboratory for further examination of their
respective creosote distribution patterns (D).
The ground line position when the poles had been planted a year previously was marked on
the interior surface of each section and the raised ground line produced by a year of manure
deposition when the poles were extracted was also marked (Fig. 6). The widths of the
creosote bands that extended from the pole surfaces towards the interiors of the poles were
then measured and showed (Fig. 7) that the longitudinal bands of creosote distribution were
wider (average = 29mm) in the poles protected by BPS than in those without BPS (average
= 18mm). It was therefore also decided to section the poles transversely (Fig. 8) to record
the creosote distributions around their perimeters above, at and below their previous ground
lines. The transverse sections showed that creosote presence was greater in the ground line
zones of poles that had been protected by BPS, and furthermore, it appeared that creosote
had been lost from ground line zones of poles that had not been so protected. It was
therefore decided to perform the well-known splinter test on the outer surfaces of the
ground-line zones to assess their decay status (Figs. 9 and 10). [text continued on page 9]
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Fig. 6 Markings showing the poles’ ground lines at installation and their final ground lines
raised by manure deposition after one year’s service on a pole that had been fitted with BPS
(A) and a control without BPS (B). The comparison clearly shows that, after a year in the
feedlot, the pole without a BPS retained less creosote than its BPS-protected counterpart.
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Fig. 7 Replicate measurements confirmed that the extent of creosote penetration in poles
with BPS averaged 29mm (A) whereas that of poles without BPS (B) averaged 18mm.
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Fig. 8 When the poles were sectioned transversely (A) it was seen that the density of
creosote distribution around perimeters of poles that had been protected by BPS (B, left)
was noticeably greater than in poles that had not been protected (B, right), particularly in the
ground line zones shown. Comparison of their outer surfaces (C) confirmed that the surfaces
of poles that had been protected by BPS (C, left) could not be colonised by decay fungi
whereas the surfaces of the poles without BPS (C, right) showed the typical longitudinal
splits (D) that develop on pole surfaces in service.
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Fig. 9 Ground-line zone of pole that had not been protected with BPS, with penknife used to
conduct a splinter test (A) for incipient decay at the pole surface. The point of the knife (B)
failed to raise any intact splinters (C) from the surface (D).
[text continued from page 6]

The splinter test shown in Fig. 9 above failed to raise any splinters that did not break at the
point of the knife, which indicated that the bending strength of the wood had been reduced
by the onset of incipient decay in the ground lines of poles that had not been protected by
BPS. In contrast, all splinters raised by the knifepoint with poles that had been protected by
BPS (Fig. 10) separated from the wood without splitting at the knifepoint, thereby indicating
that no decay was present in those samples.
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Fig. 10 Outer ground line zone (A) of pole that had been protected by BPS with penknife
used to conduct a splinter test for incipient decay at the pole surface. At patches in the solid
creosote layer where the pole surface was exposed, the knife raised intact splinters that did
not break at the knifepoint (B) and every patch tested (C) produced the same result (D).
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Demonstration of BPS performance

A striking demonstration of the role of the BPS was observed after the above splinter test
had been completed. The two ground line sections of the poles shown in Fig. 8 had been in
direct sunlight for 30 minutes when it was seen that the creosote in the pole sections had
started to be extruded from their cut surfaces because the liquid fraction expanded when its
temperature was increased by the rays of the sun (Fig. 11). The difference between the
sections was stark – poles that had been protected in feedlot service by the Biotrans Pole
Sleeve contained much more creosote than the poles that had no such protection.
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Fig. 11 The pole sections shown in Fig. 8, after half-an-hour’s exposure to warm sunshine
during performance of the splinter test illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10 are shown in A. The BPS
pole section (B, left) dramatically demonstrates the densely concentrated creosote in the
ground line zone of the pole. The creosote had been so closely contained by the BPS barrier
protection system during service that it oozed out as the sun’s rays warmed it for half-anhour after being cut. Conversely, the pole without BPS (B, right) clearly shows that most of
its creosote had already leaked into the feedlot soil while the pole was in service, leaving it
almost completely unprotected and therefore vulnerable to decay and insect infestation.
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Summary of results
Poles protected by BPS in feedlot service developed protective shells of solid
creosote that encapsulated their surfaces from the tops of the BPS to the bases of
the poles. This result was not observed with any unprotected poles.
Poles protected by BPS showed deeper creosote penetrations than those without
BPS. Furthermore, poles not protected by BPS appeared to have lost creosote.
Poles not protected by BPS in service showed symptoms of incipient decay within
one year’s service whereas those that had been protected by BPS remained sound.
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Financial analysis and cost savings with BPS usage

COST SAVINGS WITH BPS USAGE – 2017 COSTS (with no account taken of inflation)

On a standing pole inventory of 95,000 poles and current costings for labour in BPS
implementation – and assuming that all poles lasted for 6 years - the pole replacement rate
would be 15,000 poles per year. A feedlot with 95,000 poles would ultimately save R2.99M
per year for 40 years on specification of BPS for all new poles as shown in the ROI
calculation below.

ROI WITH BPS ADOPTION BY FEEDLOTS WHERE POLES LAST FOR 6 YEARS
BPS ADOPTION
BPS cost
R96
indirect (implementation)
R4
total cost @ 15,000 poles/yr

FEEDLOT SAVINGS
feedlot pole cost
R199
saving per year = pole cost / 6 R33-17
number of poles
15,000
gross savings per year
R497,550/yr

R1.5M

the BPS will pay for itself in 1,500,000 / 497,550 = 3.01 years, and, every year after that, the
feedlot will have an extra R497,550 profit per year for 40 years = R19,9M accruable from not
having to replace any of the 15,000 poles fitted with BPS
after 6 years a feedlot with 95,000 poles has extra profit of R2.99M/yr for 40 years = R119.6M

Note: the above calculations do not take into account inflation, and the cost of poles in
South Africa doubles every six years, therefore the cumulative cost savings accruable from
BPS adoption at the feedlot are significantly greater than shown above.
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BPS benefits to a feedlot’s environmental policy

Implementation of BPS usage brings with it no disadvantages and several positive effects on
the environmental impact of preserved wooden poles. The main ones are:
Conservation - reduced pole replacement conserves forests
Waste – the disposal costs of failed poles are eliminated
Redundancy - poles with BPS can be recycled
Soil and Water - pollution is eliminated
Energy - preservation with less creosote saves energy
Emissions - hazardous emissions reduced
Health - preservatives with no mammalian toxicity are now valid
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Conclusion

The main problem is that poles without the BPS lose their protective creosote and are
damaged by the aggressive soil conditions, so they rot prematurely. Replacing the rotten
poles is expensive and time-consuming. The BPS is a primary, damage prevention
treatment which addresses this problem. The Laminate Material and Encapsulation is:
tested
validated
accredited
patented
costed
competitive
eco-friendly
UNIQUE
As the example of this in service trial shows, the BPS is an innovative and unique way in
which a feedlot can gain a major advantage on its competitors, and as early adopters of this
new technology, it can be ahead of its rivals in more ways than one. Although the cost
savings are enormous, the compelling application that captures the power and value of the
new product is that it removes the need to think about the poles for the next forty years with the BPS they can be put into the ground and forgotten about. Thus the time, effort and
energy that were previously spent on pole management can be much more usefully invested
in commercially and economically beneficial business initiatives for the future. Only Biotrans
offers the quality of encapsulation described above. The remedial bandage companies are
merely ‘sticking plaster’ solutions that are both short-term and second-rate. It is therefore
recommended that feedlot management give serious consideration to this proposal.
The BPS is the ONLY strategic answer to the problem of rotting poles.
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